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O. Abstract 
Blevins's Evolutionary Phonology model has not previous been employed in analyzing 

sound changes in dead languages (Blevins, 2004). Here, I present evidence from Attic Greek, 

and follow the evolution of the pronunciation of grapheme eta <11< as a sound change for EP to 

explain. Eta during the fifth century BeE was pronounced as [s:J, but today is pronounced as [i]. 

I create a rubric by which to apply EP to my account of eta, tracking which EP mechanisms 

could be at play and different points in eta's development, and analyzing ifEP would predict the 

results. I have discovered that EP does describe the change from [s:] to [i] very effectively, 

accounting for both the loss of phonemic vowel length and the raising of [s] to [i]. However, EP, 

due to its nonteleological nature, is unable to provide an explanation for why this change 

occurred. In short, while it has great descriptive power, it lacks the explanatory power of a useful 

theory of sound change. 
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1. Introduction 

The goal of this thesis is to explore the relationship between a dead language (here, Attic 

Greek, referred to throughout as simply 'Greek') and modern phonological theory (here, 

Evolutionary Phonology after Blevins, 2004) by tracking the development of the grapheme eta 

<H, 11< from the Archaic Period through the Late Roman Period (700 BCE-SOOCE). 

The purpose of this exploration is to see how well the Greek data fits the theory, and how 

well the theory fits the Greek data. More than just engaging with the Attic to build a history of 

pronunciation this paper intends to engage Attic with modern linguistic theory. 

Greek has been a continuously recorded language for the last 2,700 years, and through 

the present day. As such, Greek provides an invaluable window into the language change - its 

long history, many dialects, and linguistic evidence from people of all social classes (see Section 

2.2) enable linguists and Classicists to peek into the history of the language. 

This paper concerns itself with Attic Greek, one dialect of Ancient Greek, and the 

journey of the pronunciation of one letter, 11, from [s:] to [i] (Section 2). Section 2 will also 

introduce several principles for reconstructing a dead language, with a focus on evaluating the 

kind of data available in Attic Greek. 

Then, Section 3 will introduce one such modern theory, Evolutionary Phonology, and 

create a framework within which to apply the data concerning 11 to this theory. Finally, Section 4 

will do this application, mapping Evolutionary Phonology's mechanisms for sound change to 11 

and considering how typologically common these changes are. Then Section 4 will evaluate what 

we can learn about both Evolutionary Phonology and Attic Greek. 
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While the mapping of Evolutionary Phonology onto the history of eta works well, it will 

not be particularly illuminating. The paper ends with a reflection on the role and purpose of a 

theory: if a theory is meant to describe, then Evolutionary Phonology does its job well. If the 

purpose of a theory is to create a framework that allows us to draw new conclusions, 

Evolutionary Phonology is insufficient. 

2. Reconstructing the Phonology of Attic Greek 

2.1 What is Attic Greek and how is it Represented? 

Attic Greek (henceforth "Greek") is an Indo-European language of the Hellenic branch 

which was spoken on the peninsula of Attica in mainland Greece and was, at the time, one of 

many dialects (Colvin, 2013). However, due to the Athenian cultural dominance for the 4th and 

5th centuries BCE, it was a simplified Attic which evolved into the koine dialect ("common 

dialect") which was spread with Alexander's Hellenistic empire (Threatte, 1996). All but one of 

the dialects of both Medieval and Modern Greek are descended from Attic, and even by the time 

of the Hellenistic Period (323 BCE and 31 BCE) other dialects did not survive outside of the 

Greek mainland, while the koine was spoken as a native language and used for trade in Europe, 

the Near East, Egypt and as far as India (see Figure I below)2 

2 Only one dialect of Greek today is not descended from Kaine. It is from one of the Doric speaking islands, see 
Colvins, 2013. 
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written in a fully vocalized alphabet (Threatte, 1996).4 The Greek alphabet is derived from the 

Phoenician alphabet, as evidenced by both the shapes and names of the letters, and it arrived in 

Greece somewhere between 800 and 775 BeE. 

A table containing the letters, as well as their reconstructed pronunciations compared to 

their modern pronunciations is below, in Table 1. 

Letter Transliteration Classical Attic Modern Greek 
a (alpha) a ra1, ra:1 ra1 
J3 b rb 1 rv1 
y g [g], [v], [j]/_[e,iJ; [1J]/_[k,g, xl 

rlJ 11 rk,g, x, (m)l 
1) d [d] [0] 
£ (epsilon) e [e] [e] 
1; z [zd], later [z] [z] 
11 (eta) e5 r E: 1 ri1 
e th rth1 re1 
t (iota) 1 ri1, ri:1 ri1 
K k rk1 rk1 
A I rll rll 
11 m rm1 rm1 
v n [n] [n] 

~ ks, x rks 1 rksl 
o (omicron) 0 rol rol 
][ p [p] [p] 
p r, rh initial [r] [r] 
a/S s [s] [s] 

rzl/ rb, d, g, m1 rzl/ rv, 0, Y, I, m1 
T t rt 1 rt1 
D u ry1, ry:1 ri1 
<p ph rph1 [[I 

X kh,ch [kh] [X] 

(and their subsequent effect on vowels) (Colvin, 2013). For pronunciation and history of Mycenean Greek, see: 
Lejeune 1972 or Colvin 2013. For linguists who work with Linear B, see: Steriade, 1976. 
4 i.e written with vowels, in contrast to scripts like the original Phoenician and several of its other descendants 
(Hebrew, Syriac, etc)(Colvin, 2013). This is also different from Linear B, and more effectively rendered Ancient 
Greek consonant clusters and vowels). 
5 Eta (1"]) is traditionally transliterated as long e, e. This is because eta is conventionally thought of as always long (a 
'fact' most beginning Greek students willleam on the first day, from venerable authors such as Hansen and Quinn 
(see Hansen, 1987). This does not necessarily denote that eta is long in all periods, or simply the long version of "e" 
(£). Unfortunately, this adds a dimension of interpretation (that eta is always long) to the transliteration that is not 
present in the phonology. 
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'If ps :ps ips 
ro (omega) 0 0: 01 
Diphthon2s Transliteration Classical Attic Modern Greek 
at Ai aj [e 1 
u, at Ai a: --
01 Ei e: ri1 
n, '1t Ei £: --
ot Oi of r i 1 
ro ro1 Oi r o j --
ut ui, vi vi il 
au Au aw , [a:wl a , av 
cu Eu ew e , ev 
nu Eu ro:wl --
au Ou [0: later [u : 1 [u1 

Table 1 Inventory ojthe correspondence between grapheme andphonemes mAnCleni and Modern Greek, qfter Threatte 1996. 
nle t'OweJ names we also included, wid aTe referred to througl/ou/. this paper. nlis is a table of the reconstrllcted Classical vs 
Modern pr01HJJJciations oflhe Greek alphabet, as weiJ as their standard trallSliterations. 

Figures 2 and 3 summ arize the differences in the vowe l systems of Attic Greek and Modern 
Greek. Modem Greek has also lost quantitative distinction. 

VOWELS 
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\ 
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Figure 2 Attic Greek vowel system (Classical PeriOt:(! 

Back 

U· 
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Front Central Back 

i • U Close 

-\ Close-mid e 0 

Open-m id \ 
Open a ~ 

Figwe 3 Standard Modern Greek vowel system 

The Greeks innovated the alphabet to better fit their language: they repurposed several 

letters to create vowels and added new signs to represent sounds that did not exist in Phoenician 

(e.g ct>, X, 'P). Initially, there were a variety of attempts at adapting the Phoenician alphabet and 

for more than three hlU1dred years there were many competing styles. However, the two that are 

of interest to us eventually quashed the other alphabets in our region of interest, and these are the 

Attic alphabet and the Ionian alphabet (which was adopted as the official alphabet of Athens in 

402/403 BeE). 

Of interest to us, of course, is the change in pronlU1ciation of'1 (eta) from [£:] to [i] . 

Initially, '1 derived from Phoenician het (originally /hi in Phoenician), and this adaptation of a 

Phoenician consonant to a Greek vowel is not paralleled in the history of the other vowels which 

have all been exclusively vowels since the beginning of the history of the Greek alphabet (Willi, 

2013) . In fact, in several Greek dialects, and during certain periods in Attic (notably in 

inscription between 408 BeE and 406 BeE from Erechtheum) , '1 retumed to its original 

function of /hi (Threatte, 1980). While the ancient and modern Greek alphabets still look very 

similar, there have been significant phonetic and phonological changes over the last 2,700 years. 
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For example, seven ancient Greek graphemes (pronounced differently in fifth century Attic) are 

pronounced as [i] today: 11, 11, I, 01, D, and Dl (Threatte, 1996). 

One question, then, is how do we know how the Ancient Greeks would have pronounced 

any given letter, especially given how much pronunciation has changed in Greek (while spelling 

has remained remarkably stagnant)? 

This paper deals with graphemes, which are the smallest unit of writing in a language that 

on its own carries a portion of linguistic material (Altmann & Fan, 2008). The world's languages 

deal with graphemes in a variety of ways: ideograms, syllabaries, alphabets. Graphemes in Attic 

Greek are how Greek represents sounds in writing. 6 While there is variation in how different 

speakers and different dialects use the Greek Alphabet, and the mapping between sound and 

symbol is imperfect, the working assumption of this paper is that graphemes in Attic represent 

the inventory of sounds in Figure 2 to some extent. 7 The imperfection of the mapping between 

grapheme and phoneme is not inherently disastrous for this project: on the contrary, the 

reconstruction of sound change in Attic Greek relies on the way that different speakers in 

different periods map letters to sound. 

6 Many factors influence the graphemic representation of phonemes in a language: history, type of script, the 
strength of foreign influence, the time of the introduction of the script, and on the number of writing refonns. See 
Altmann & Fan, 2008 for a mathematical approach to interpreting the relationship between phonemes and 
graphemes. There are several inherent differences between spoken language and written language: for one, 
orthographies are designed (Lass, 2015). 
7 There are no native speakers of Attic, so changes in orthography as well as comparison with other languages is one 
of the only tools available for phonological reconstruction (Fox, 2015). 
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2.2 Challenges and tools in reconstructing Attic Greek pronunciation and syllable 

structure 

There have been calls for a "restored" pronunciation of Attic since the Hellenistic period 

such as the 2nd Century CE Atticist lexica (Vessella, 2011). 8 The most influential attempt at 

reconstruction came from the treaties for a Dutch priest and humanist named Erasmius, whose 

restored pronunciation is still influential today (Dillon, 2001)9 Reconstruction of Attic 

pronunciation is a challenge, given that Attic Greek is a dead language and there are no 

recordings of any native speakers with which to consult, and that there have been drastic changes 

in pronunciation between 800 BCE and now (including but not limited to the loss of quantitative 

distinction, monopthongization of many diphthongs and the rendering of others as fricative 

connotates) (Duhoux, Yves, 1987). How can we hope to reconstruct the sound of Ancient Greek 

with any accuracy, never mind well enough to use the values of the graphemes to do phonology? 

There are several types of tools available, which I will introduce and provide examples 

for. The most reliable source of information about sound change in Attic comes from 

inscriptions. 10 There are over 20,000 published inscriptions from Attica alone, comprised of both 

private and public texts dating from the 7th century BC through the end of Late Antiquity ("Attic 

Inscriptions Online"). Inscriptions include stone as well as those inscribed and painted on vases, 

graffiti, ostraca (shards of pottery used in voting for ostracisms), defixiones (lead curse tablets), 

8 There are still calls for reconstruction of Attic Greek today, discussed further in this section. 
9 Erasrnian Pronunciation refers simultaneously to Erasmus's ideas as well as adaptations to those ideas. Modem 
pronunciation of Ancient Greek is widely different depending on where you go - hear Attic in America, Greece, and 
France and you will assume you are hearing three different languages. Almost all Classics scholars, outside of 
Greece itself, usually apply Erasrnias's principles to some degree or another, seeking a "restored" pronunciation in 
opposition to the modem pronunciation (Dillon, 2013). This has been controversial because it has often led to 
implications that Modem Greek is illegitimate and Byzantine Greek was degenerate. 
10 This thesis mobilizes many assumptions about epigraphy, and a highly detailed analysis of how information is 
gleaned from epigraphical data is beyond the scope. However, those interested in a more detailed analysis of the 
various ways epigraphical data gives clues to the social and economic status of its writers, see: Bodel, 2001. 
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tablets (such as those used by students at Plato's Academy) and much more. While all those 

writing are by definition semi-literate, meaning that they had some access to education, they 

come from all walks oflife (Ruijgh, 1986). The inclusion of inscriptions created by the poor or 

less educated are highly important because they reveal a world of people that literature ignores 

(Woodhead, 1967). Literature preserves the language of the very rich and educated, and state 

decrees similarly reflect that conservative bias. The inscriptions of the poor and less educated are 

a window into the lives of ordinary people on the street including an invaluable peek at their 

language use. 

Public documents start to appear in 500 BeE and are the decrees of the state or other 

organized groups (e.g. demes, priests). These documents are everything from laws and 

regulations to temple inventories, lists of victors in athletic competitions, and building contracts. 

In general, these documents are significantly more formal and orthographically uniform and 

conservative. However, even within these texts, variation is present: while interchange of SI with 

sand OD with 0 were standardized by 350 BeE, the diphthong T]1 was spelled T]1 and SI, an 

interchange which was not even mostly sorted out until the 3rd century BeE (see Table 2). 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
l. DnUPx:rl1 DlHXPXSI IG IF 908 181-170 BeE 'begin' 

uparchei uparchei 
2. ~1 d IG IF 65411 289/8 BeE Relative pronoun 

el el 
3. KAsiS KAT]IS IG IF 1414 Post 385/4 BeE 'bar, bolt' 

kleis kleis 
Table 2 A table demonstratmg the Interchange betweenX and Y. The first column IS the "Standard Attic "versIOn, or what we 
would expect to see given the forms that literary Attic present. The second column is the variation present in the inscriptional 
evidence. The third column is the identifier of the inscription, from the Inscriptiones Graecae. The fourth column is the date 
column, which gives either the precise date or probably range of dates/or a give inscription. Finally, the gloss is given, provided 
by my own knowledge and the LSJ (Liddell, 1966) unless otherwise noted. Below each example is a transliteration, using e to 
mark ",following Threatte 1996. This is not a transcription, and has no bearing on whether" is long or not. 

11 Example 2 is particularly telling because within the same decree, the inscriber uses several different spellings of 
the relative pronoun: ~t twice, and sl five times (Threatle, 1980, p. 378). 
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The earliest public texts maintain the Attic script before finally capitulating to the tide of 

the Ionic script in 403 BCE. 

Private texts, on the other hand, are more in the realm of pottery, funerary monuments, 

and dedications on shards or scraps of bronze. They more readily accept the Ionic alphabet, and 

often illustrate the semi-literacy ofthe carvers, especially in the case of defixiones and sepulchral 

monuments (the private dedications of individuals to deities). The handwriting is sloppier, and 

the spelling is less orderly. Compare the clarity ofthe inscriptions in Figures 4 and 5. 

Figure 4 This is a Decreefragment, Object I 4352. It talks about an alliance between the Boetians and the Athenians. Hesperia 8 
(J 939), p. 1, no. 1. This is an example of a state decree. 
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Figure 5 "Tablette de dejixion d'Eyguieres (Bouches-du-Rhone)" - Greco-Roman curse tablet 

The strongest evidence for sound change comes from the frequency of various types of 

variations in these carved and painted sources. Variations are alternations between spellings of 

different words. Since the Attic alphabet is generally phonemic, it is assumed that people are 

writing the words as they sound. Thus, if there are common variations between letters (so ify 

and K seem to alternate regularly) then there might not be a distinction between them. Private 

texts generally show these variations with more frequency and centuries earlier than the more 

conservative public texts (once spelling becomes more standardized in the fifth century). 12 

There are several features in particular that distinguish the two types of texts. First the 

date of the adoption of the Ionic Script (public documents retain Attic script longer). Then, there 

12 Prior to the standardization of spelling, when public texts and conservative texts chose an "official spelling", 
public documents in Athens were written with different alphabets (sometimes the Attic alphabet itself, sometimes 
the Ionic alphabet) (Threatte 1980). After the standardization of spelling, there irregularities are ironed out in public 
texts. 
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are several orthographic errors which apply to private documents and predict sound changes now 

present in modern Greek that appear first in private texts: the use of 8 for 81 (see section 2.3.3), 

confusion between voiced and voiceless stops, difficulty with geminates, and the loss of 

quantitative distinction between omega and omicron before 150 CEo There is also the confusion 

between 8 and 11 which appears during different periods in the two types of documents. 

This is not to say that there are no problems in the interpretation of inscriptions. There 

are mechanical problems with inscriptions (e.g. did the scribe just not finish the letter?), normal 

misspelling (e.g metathesizing letters), and laziness or space constraints. Is an omission of the 

second letter in a diphthong due to the coalescence of the diphthong into a monophthong or an 

accidental omission or a rushed job? There are clues for each individual inscription (was the 

scribe running out of space?), and the hope is that the law of large numbers plus corroboration 

from other types of sources can establish patterns with some level of confidence. For an 

introduction this this supporting evidence, see Appendix. 

2.3 Threatte's account of the evolution of the grapheme 1"] (eta) 
Many accounts of Attic Greek phonology have been proposed, starting with Erasmus in 

1528. Several such accounts remain influential today (Allen, 1968; Lejeune, 1972; Lupa~, 1972; 

Teodorsson, 1978; Threatte, 1980). The major difference between these accounts is what sources 

they consider and how much the different authors value different sources of evidence. Lejeune's 

work covers a much wider time period than just Attic Greek, for example. Lupas, on the other 

hand, seems to place particular value on literary sources while Allen is very interested in cross-

linguistic borrowing as a source. Having analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of different 

sources of data, it seems that the strongest case is that of Threatte's 1980 work. He uses a wide 

range of sources, but relies primarily on variations in inscriptions (both public and private) from 
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Attic to make his case. His methodology is meticulously outlined, and he presents alternative 

analyses of the data he works with (Ruijgh, 1986; Threatte, 1980). 

2.3.1 From Classical Greek to Modern Greek: 

See Table 3 for a brief summary of how Threatte reconstructs Classical Attic in 

comparison to Modern Greek. 

Grapheme Attic Modern Greek 
u [aJ, [a:] [a] 
1 [iJ, [i:] [i] 
S [e] [e] 
S1 [e: ] [i] 

11 [s: ] [i] 
Table 3 The pronunciatIOn of relevant vowels and diphthongs in Ancient and Modern Greek 

One goal, then, of his account is to follow 11's journey from [s:] to [i] by tracking the 

level of graphic confusion between 11 and the graphemes that represent the other front vowels (1, 

s, and S1) that might give us a window into when and how so many graphemes and vowels 

coalesced to [i] (Haas, 1988; Threatte, 1980). 

2.3.2 The Archaic Period and the Classical Period (700 BCE to 323 BCE). 

Threatte's account of 11 actually begins with u, and with the adoption of the Ionic 

alphabet (see section 2.1). 

Even by the time of our earliest written records, the Attic/Ionic 11 has a peculiar 

distribution in comparison with other dialects; specifically, 11 appears where we would find u in 

feminine first declension nouns. In Attic the change is conditional, preserving the older form 
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after p, t, s while in Ionic, it changes unconditionally (thereby eliminating evidence of an older 

pronunciation), as in Examples 4-7 (Colvin, 2010)13 

Attic Ionic Gloss 
4. Xffipa Xffipll 'place, spot' 

chora chore 
5. <DtAia <DtAill 'friendship' 

philia philie 
6. aiTia aiTill 'responsibility' 

aitia aitie 
7. 8i:a ®i:ll 'view' 

thea thee 

11 is only used consistently for the Attic a in metrical texts that are purposefully 

mimicking the Ionic style or when foreign names are used (eg. IIpuIVT] vs IIplllVT] in deme lists). 

By the early Archaic period, this change from [a:] to [s:] except after [iJ, [i:J, [r] is already 

stabilized in Attic. This is because in Ionic, a vowel raising in these cases from [a:] to [s:] was 

unconditional, while in Attic it was conditioned. 

The next grapheme I consider is s [e]. It is important to note that 11 and s are interchanged 

sporadically through all periods (see Table 4 for examples of this sporadic interchange). 

13 This process sometimes appears to be inoperative, for example in the case ofKOPll 'girl'. However, these 
exceptions can be attributed to another process: the loss of the r w 1, represented by the digamma (F). When the 
process of changing 11 to a was active, the digamma had not yet been lost in words like KOp1l (KOPFTJ*) and so KOP11 
was not a candidate for change (Chantraine et aI., 2009, p. 567). 
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Standard Attic Variation Inscription14 Date Gloss 
8. 'lj)1l<H6~ 'l.ps<H6~ IG IF 12809 Post 350 BCE 'useful' 

chrestos chrestos 
9. AsvuioD AllVUi:O~ IG IF 7649 Roman Period I 'of the wine press' 

lenaiou lenaios 
10. avi:811 Ksv avi:811Kllv IG IF 4926a 2nd BCE 'lay upon' 

anetheken anetheken 
11. xui:ps xui:Pll IG IF 12408 End 1st BCE to 1 st CE 'rejoice' 

chaire chaire 
Table 4 Table which shows the sporadic tnterchange of eta and epsilon In inscriptIOn In all perIOds. 

However, unlike the case of co and 0 which merged after Greek lost its distinction for 

quantity, sand 11 evolve very differently from one another. 

In the late fifth and early fourth centuries, the graphic confusion between sand 11 might 

be due to hesitation to adopt the Ionic script (in Attic script, used before 403, 11 was used for [h]). 

This switch in alphabets is significant enough that the hesitation between sand 11 is often the 

only criterion for dating texts to the end of the fifth century or to the period between 410-370 

(with a pique in graphic confusion between 460 and 430). See Table 5 for possible examples of 

interchange due to graphic confusion rather than genuine sound change. 

14 All inscriptions can be accessed in Greek at http://inscriptions.packhum.org/regions!7. through the PHI database 
of Greek inscriptions CAttica (IG I-III) - PHI Greek Inscriptions:"). However. a lot of the errors that I refer to have 
been "corrected·· (though not all). IG IF 1408 and IG IF 1635 (Examples 12 and 13). for example. represents the 
variation as I have noted i~ while IG IF 12418 (example 25) is written as "aJJJx<ap··. with the "correct"" Attic fonn 
in brackets. rather than the variation, aJJJxo. All such changes to the inscriptions should be marked with < >. Square 
brackets. on the other hand. represent the filling in of letters that are too badly damaged to read or missing. The 
inscriptions were published multiple times: the oldest version. those published between 1873-1897 (Deutsche 
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin .• 1873). include both the corrected version and a direct. uncorrected 
transcription, and these can be found at https ://catalog.hathitrusl.orgiRecordl01 2289059 . However. the numbers 
that this publication uses are different from the modem number system used - and the nonnal way epigraphers move 
between the systems is through a print copy of the second edition of the inscriptions which lists both num bers 
(Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin .• 1940). For example. with IG IF 12418. I can look it up in the 
second edition (found in ff CN360 .12 v. 2/3 ed. 2 pI. 3 no. 2 on page 816) and find that the old num ber is IG III 
1340 (therefore in ff CN360 .12 v. 3 pI. 2 pg 10). to see the uncorrected fonn of the inscription. A final note on the 
inscriptions data: the Inscriptiones Gracae give descriptions and infonnation about each inscription in Latin, but 
some inscriptions have been translated into English, and can be read here (if more context is desired): 
https:i/www.atticinscriptions.com/ CAttic Inscriptions Online:·). 
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Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
12. sni8sllu sn18ijllu IG IF 1408 Post 385/4 'cover' 

epithema epithema 
13. IIuvslloS IIuVllllo IG IF 1635 Post 374/3 'Delian month' 

Panemos Panemo 
14. l'li1l1n-rpu15 M1I1S-rpU IG IF ll83 Post 340 I 'Demeter' 

Demetra Demetra 
Table 5Posslble examples a/mterchange between eta and epstlon due to graphic confoslOn. 

The (slightly arbitrary) date for the cut off of alphabet related confusion is 370, and after 

370 to the end of the period, the interchange between S and 11 is rare. Threatte suggests that sand 

11 are not confused during this period because of the difference in openness. Both s [e] and SI [e:] 

are much more open than 11 [s:]. It seems that in the period before this, there was never any 

serious confusion between the two letters (as examples, though present in this period, are 

sporadic). 

Finally, during the Archaic and Classical Periods, there are very few convincing 

examples of interchange between 11 [s:] and 1 [i] in even the crudest inscriptions and curse 

tablets. 

2.3.3 The Hellenistic Period (323 BCE to 27 BCE) 

During the Hellenistic Period, there are still very few examples of confusion between 11 

[s:] and 1 [i]. 

However, the beginnings of the trends that led from Attic pronunciation and that of 

Modern Greek are afoot. The most significant change for this period affects SI, around 200 BCE. 

15 There is a bias in the data that means inscriptions contain more names than other words. Many inscriptions are just 
a single name. As such, there will be many proper names in my examples; this is not because the changes only 
appear in proper names, but because so much of the data set is represented by such names. For more infonnation, 
see chapter 3 "Names and identities: onomastics and prospography" of Bode 1, 2011's book Epigraphic Evidence. 
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SI seems to shift from [e: 1 to [iJ, except before vowels where there is a surge in writing 11 where 

SI used to be before vowels, though there are instances of other uses of SI for 1, as in Table 6. 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
15. nAsiovo~ nAnovo~ IG IF 732 c. 229 BCE 'more' 

pleionos pleonos 
16. 'APSlOD ApnOD IG IF 4128 19BCE I 'warlike' 

Apreiou Areou 
17. 2:t8WVl 2:St80Vl IG IF 3169170 I 253-257 BCE I 'men of Sidon' 

Sidoni Seidoni 
Table 6 EVidence for the change In the pronunciatIOn of the epstlon-lOla dlphthongfrom [e:} to {i]. 

During this period, the Attic begins to lose its distinction for quantity. The first evidence 

of the confusion between co and 0 appear in private texts (a process that will become pervasive in 

150 CE and wholesale in 300 CE). There is some evidence for confusion between 11 and s, 

perhaps as a result of this loss of distinction (see Table 7). 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
18. XPll CHOS

16 XPSCHOS IG IF 12809 Post 350 BCE 'useful' 
chrestos chrestos 

19. AS~I1TSS All~I1TSS IG IF 1544 4th BCE 'Kettle' 
lebetes lebetes 

20. I'lsA(jJK; I'lI1 A(jJ K; IG IF 11052 Late 2nd BCE I 'Delphic' 
Delphis Delphis 

21. AllnpuKlcoTwv AllnpuKlOTwv IG IF 403 350-320 BCE I Proper Name 
Amoprakioton Amprakioton 

22. A180KOncoV A180Kffincov IG IF 5087 aet. imp. 'Stone-cutting' 

lithokopon Lithokopon 
Table 7 Examples of confoslOn between" and c, arguably due to loss of quantity. 

Other compelling evidence comes to support the case for the loss of phonemic length is at 

play comes from a decree of 140/39 BCE. The scribe of this public document shows confusion 

between both Ills and O/CO.17 

16 Example 8 repeated here as Example 18. 
17 This decree is not published in the IGs, as most of the examples have been, but in the Journal Hesperia. The 
decree can be found in Hesperia vol. 17 no. 1 onpage 17-18 (number 9) (see Meritt, 1948). 
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However, there are often special circumstances (such as complex morphology) involved 

in s~ 11 for this period, which make it difficult to detennine if the graphic errors are due to actual 

vowel coalescence or mistakes. 

2.3.4 The Early Roman Period (27 BCE to 284 CE) 

In Early Roman times, the vowels 11 and S seem to have become either much more 

similar, or much less distinguished by speakers of Greek. There are many examples of confusion 

between 11 and s in this period. However, no complete identification of 11 and s is ever reached 

(as we know from Modern Greek), as it was for co and 0 by this time (see Table 8). 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
23. M11Tp0<puVIlS MSTp0<puVIlS IG IF l799 180 CE Male given name 

Metrophanes Metrophane 
24. XUtpS18 XUtP11 IG IF 12408 End 1 st BCE to 1 st CE 'rejoice' 

chaire chaire 
25. UAOXCO UAOXO IGIF 12418 Middle 2nd CE 'wife' 

alocho alocho 
26. Tov Trov IG IF 13188 150 CE Definite article, acc 

ton ton 
Table 8 EVidence for the loss of quantlfative dlstmctlOn In Early Roman Greek. 

During this period, we also continue to see 11 for both S -> 11 I_back vowel and SI -> 11 

1_/vowel, as in Table 9. 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
27. OAXEOtS OAXt'JOlS IG IF 1945 45/46 CE 'attractive' 

olkeois olkeois 
28. SDCj£J3sa~ SDCj£J3i]u~ IG IF 3527 1st CE 'piety' 

eusebeas eusebe 
29. @SIO"tU @11O"tU IG IF 2038 125 CE Festival 

Theisia Thesia 
Table 9 Examples of"for both t: -> " I_back vowel and E:l -> ,,1_lvowel 

18 Example 11 repeated here as Example 24. 
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After 150 CE, cases of confusion between 11 and t become more frequent - first in crude texts, 

and then in other texts as well. Threatte proposes that the pronunciation of 11 as [i] was probably 

substandard. From the fact that there is still confusion between 11 and S at the same time as 

between 11 and I, it is likely there were multiple pronunciations available. This overlap is present 

both in inscriptions and papyri, and persists until the Late Roman Period. 

In 100 CE, however, the spelling of 11 for St dies out in inscriptions. 

In the second century, there is a resurgence of instances of [i] represented as t, 11, or st. 

Table 10 gives three attested spellings of the male given name Charisios. 

Fonn Inscription Date 
30. XaptCHOS IGII3 11170 20817 BCE 

IG 13 1032 410/400 BCE 
Charisios 

3l. Xapll CHos IG IF 2097 169/170 CE 
Charesios 

32. XapStCHOS IG IF 2065 150/1 CE 
IG IF 2067 154/5 CE 

Chareisios 
Table lOAttested spellmg ojChanslOs In the second century. 

This flexibility between t, 11, or St is especially in papyri (less so in monuments). This 

spelling does not resurge on monuments until later in the Roman period. 

2.3.5 The Late Roman Period (284 CE to 476 CE) to Now 

There is a resurgence in the flexibility of the I1lst interchange, as in Table 1l. 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 

33. KaTa~aASlTS KaTU~aAijTs IG IF 13224 3rd_4th CE 'throw down' 

katabaleite katabalete 
34. S!c5SASDO"OVTUl 1'] O"SASDO"OVTS IG IF 5207 3rd_5 th CE 'enter in' 

eiseleusontai eseleusonte 

35. 0I1VUpta oSlVUpta IG IF 13220 3rd CE 'denary' 

denaria deinaria 

Table 11 Examples a/Late Roman interchange between" and the diphthong £1. 
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In the monuments of the poor, confusion between 11 ~ 1 begin to appear again. Even in the late 

Roman period, there is still some confusion between 11 ~ s, so it seem that 11 was probably 

pronounced [e] by some. See Table 12. 

Standard Attic Variation Inscription Date Gloss 
36. ij i IG IF 13195 After 150 'or' 

e 1 
37. Aiscovis 'Escovf]S IG IF 5428 2nd/3 rd CE Male given name 

alxoms exones 
38. IlSTaKslvf]Gll~19 IlSTaKslvi](jSl~ IG IF 13196 150 CE 'shift' 

metakeineses metakeineseis 
39. 2:S1A11voS 2:11A11voS IG IF 7083 After 150 CE Male given name 

Seilenos Selenos 

40. M11Tp0<puVIlS MSTp0<puVIlS IG IF 1799 After 198 CE Male given name 

Metrophanees Metrophanes 
Table 12 Examples of Interchange both between" ~ 1 as well as" ~ t: In the Late Roman perIOd. 

The wealthy seem to hold out with 11 as either [s:] or [e] throughout the fourth century; however 

the battle was lost and by the end of the fourth century, when 11 was pronounced more 

exclusively as [i]. 

All of these changes are summarized in Table 13. 

19 I am not entirely certain of this gloss. The [onn is unusual. However given the context of the inscription and 
another [onn of this word present in the same inscription, ~1:aKstvoill, the word is best analyzed as ~.JE1:aKtvsO) 
'shift' . 
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El E I A 

All Periods Prewriting 
long a for 11 before p, 
1, £ 

• £1 ~ [e:] • £ ~ [e] • 1~[i]or[i] 

• Pre 370: £~11 
Classical/Archaic • t~l1 = rare 

• st~ 11 = rare ~ alphabet 
(700 BCE to 323 issue? 

(crude texts) 

BCE) 
After 370 : • 
s~l1 =rare 

• 200 BCE £1 • £~ 11-

Hellenistic 
[e]to[i], relatively rare 

(323BCE to 27 
exceptl_ V • quantitative 

• Common: 11 distinction 
t~l1 = rare 

BCE) 
for £1/ V disappearing 

Sporadic -

(m ~ ~l 
interchange 

After 150: ,~ between l1~S • 
• 11 for • 11 ~ £ ~ often 11 mcreases m 

£1 IV • 00=0 frequency 
-

Early Roman • 100: 11 for £1 (quantitative (crude). 

(27 BCE to 284 m distinction • 11 ~ [i], 

CE) inscriptions gone) substandard? 
stops, but • 11 for • Later: 1 [i] 
continues in sf backV can be 

-

papyn spelled with 
" 11, or £1. 

Late Roman 
Some 11 ~ £, Resurgence of 11 

(284 CE to 476 £1 ~ [i] 
CEl 

however losing. ~ 1, esp. low class. 

Modern £1 ~ [i] £ ~ [e] 1 ~ [i] 

Table 13 A summary of the history of" through the history of E:l, c, 1, & a In relation to 11. 

3. Introducing Evolutionary Phonology 

3.1 What is Evolutionary Phonology? 

Evolutionary Phonology (EP) is a theory that proposes that, in many cases, the 

complexity of human sound systems is caused by and accounted for by historical processes that 

are created and set in motion by several kinds of misperception (De Boer, 2006, pg 707). This 

leaves actual learning and the representation of the mind (or brain) to be relatively 

uncomplicated. 
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The central premise of EP is that synchronic properties of linguistic systems should not 

be relegated to abstract phonological processes when they can be explained as a result of 

historical change (Blevins, 2004). 

That is: principled diachronic explanations for patterns of sound at least complement but 

more likely replace synchronic explanations (Blevins, 2006). 

Such explanations are preferable for this simplicity and lack of redundancy: if one can 

"demonstrate that principled diachronic explanations exist for particular sound patterns, 

considerations of simplicity would seem to dictate that explanations for the same phenomena 

should not be imported into, or otherwise duplicated within, synchronic accounts, "(Blevins, 

2004, p. 5, 2006; Vaux & Samuels, 2006). 

The central goal of EP is to explain why certain sound patterns have the properties and 

typological distributions they do (Blevins, 2015). 

This theory was proposed by Juliette Blevins in her 2004 book, where she seems to 

redraw the line between what is a part of phonology proper and what is relegated to other areas, 

such as phonetics (Payne & Blevins, 2009). She focuses on the role of phonetics in influencing 

phonology, and then reworks phonetics into her new conceptual framework that accommodates 

modern synchronic phonology. 

There are several important assumptions in this theory, including that there is a separation 

between phonetics and phonology (Blevins, 2004). She reevaluates what properties belong in this 

phonological domain into more basic components than markedness (for example). 

Blevins considers (in line with the Prague school such as Mathesius, 1911) properties 

such as features, segments and prosodic organization to belong in this domain, but is very 

hesitant to posit linguistic universals. There are no pre-determined phonological constraints 
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posited to exist in the mind of speakers, rather phonotactic constraints are learned, which is in 

direct contrast to Optimality Theory, in particular (McCarthy, 2008). In fact, Blevins argues that 

very few markedness principles which are supposedly encoded in phonology are anything more 

than sheer statistical probability (and that nearly every "universal" constraint has been shown to 

have counter-examples). 

Instead of rules or constraints, EP is more interested in typology and trends. Blevins 

argues that straightforward diachronic explanations could handle most of the work constraints 

do. Another feature that EP rejects is "naturalness". Thus, "Evolutionary Phonology proposes 

historical, non-teleological, phonetic explanations for synchronic sound patterns. Cross-linguistic 

similarities which occur with greater than chance frequency are viewed as the result of direct 

inheritance or parallel evolution. Unnatural sound patterns can also be viewed as the result of 

regular historical changes ... " (Blevins, 2004, p. 83). 

In this way, Blevins follows the neogrammarians who rejected teleological explanations 

for sound change, and instead characterized sound change as the product of gradual and random 

changes in articulation - and that rare and common sound changes are distinguished not by their 

usefulness (e.g ease of articulation or ease of comprehension) but by their origin. 

In this way, she follows Ohala, who claims that sound change occurs when the listener is 

unable to decode with exact precision the signal the speaker produced in the exact same way that 

the speaker meant it (Ohala, 1993). As such, there is no single, guiding principle to the events 

that cause this change - making sound change principally random and non-optimizing. 

In fact, "the only goal-directed processes that interact with pure phonological change are 

morphological analogy and the pressure to preserve paradigms where adhering to a regular sound 

change would cause paradigmatic contrasts to collapse" (Samuels, 2007, p. 118). 
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In short: goal directed processes, such as the forces of analogy, exist and interact with 

phonology; however phonology itself is not goal directed (Blevins, 2006). 

Given that, why and how does EP posit that sounds systemically change? 

3.2 How does sound change in Evolutionary Phonology? 

Blevins uses the analogy of biological evolution to explain her theory. First, she stresses 

that she is not trying to theorize about the evolution of human language. However, she does 

consider biological variation (through errors in DNA replication) to be a fitting model for why 

sound changes the way it does (though errors in the replication of sounds by a listener). This is 

especially salient through the transmission of phonological patterns from one generation to the 

next. 

She extends that analogy to say that sound patterns in different languages are either the 

result of direct inheritance or parallel evolution, though she does add the caveat that EP does not 

entirely exclude explanations in synchronic grammar (it simply prefers diachronic evolutionary 

explanations). For Blevins, "parallel evolution is associated with phonetically based sound 

changes which recur with more than chance frequency due to inherent features of the human 

perceptual and articulatory system. Common sound patterns will typically reflect common 

instances of sound change"(Blevins, 2004, p. 97). 

Three mechanisms for sound change are possible under this model, called change, 

chance, and choice. The first mechanism is change, when the phonetic signal is actually 
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misheard by the listener therefore requiring perceptual similarities between the perceived 

utterance and what the speaker actually said, as in Examples 41 and 4220 

4l. Kale says [tita] 
Kalolo hears [kika] 

42. S says [anpa] 
L hears r ampal 

The second mechanism that she proposes is chance, when a phonetic signal is inherently 

phonologically ambiguous. In this case, even if the listener hears correctly, the listener can hear a 

phonological form which is different from the one in the original speaker's grammar, as in 

Examples 43 and 44. 

43. Kale says [fuat] for /uat/ 
Kalolo hears [mat] and assumes !fua/ 

44. S says [fat] for /at/ 
L hears [fat] and assumes !fa/ 

The third mechanism is called choice, and refers to when multiple phonetic signals which 

represent variants of a single form are accurately heard by the listener. The listener then acquires 

a prototype of a phonetic category which differs from that of the original speaker. In addition, the 

speaker could associate a phonological form with a set of variants which is different from the 

range that is possible in the speaker's grammar. 

An example from Bellonese illustrates this (Example 45): 

45. S: [kiitaka], [kataka], [kk:ita] for /kakata! 
L: [kiitaka], [kakata], [kataka ], for /kk:ita/ 

In short, there is intrinsic variability in speech, and change is from mishearing, chance is 

from errors in interpretation of inherently ambiguous symbols, and choice is an error in the 

20 The Hawaiian examples, 41 and 43, are from me. The others are examples given by Blevins. 
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mapping for forms onto the one that the speaker intended. Though Blevins posits this as random, 

she does say that parallel evolution between languages result from the inherent features of both 

the human perceptual and human articulatory systems. 

3.3 Why is Evolutionary Phonology interesting to us? How will we apply it? 

There are many theories that work in historical sound change and use historical sound 

change to posit ideas about phonological realities. A whole host of ideas have come (and in some 

cases gone): optimality theory (Holt, 2015; McCarthy, 2008), rule-based generative grammar 

(Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Dresher, 2015), and natural phonology (Donegan & Nathan, 2015; 

Hurch, Rhodes, & Societas Linguistica Europaea, 1996) to name a few. The assumptions and 

implications of these theories have been used to construct explanations and specific theoretical 

tools to explain a variety of problems - from doing vowel dispersion in optimality theory to 

explain the distribution of vowel systems (Flemming, 2004; Vaux & Samuels, 2006). With so 

many options, why choose to situate my work within Evolutionary Phonology? 

Evolutionary phonology attempts to bridge the gap between synchrony, diachrony, and 

phonetics (Cresci, 2014). In addition to its interest in understanding why patterns have the 

distribution and properties that they do, EP attempts to understand sound patterns in terms of 

their history (Blevins, 2015; Blevins, 2006). 

Within Evolutionary Phonology, sound change is a feature of grammar - synchronic 

grammar is a useful idealization, but there are not truly static grammars (Blevins, 2015). While 

constraints and rules must restrict the use oflanguage throughout the language's history, EP 

accommodates even the 'crazy rules' (such as final voicing) and typological rarities and explains 

why they are rare while theories like generative universal grammar predict that such things 

should not be possible (which universal markedness also predicts) (Iverson & Salmons, 2006). 
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Rather than forcing me to posit rules and constraints to force the Attic data to aide in the 

construction of a universal psychologically, EP allows me to follow an agenda that focuses on 

how the Attic data fits in typologically with changes that happen in the world's languages. In 

essence, EP shifts to focus from creating complex machinery to focusing on the language itself. 

As such, "Evolutionary Phonology provides a constructive framework for identifying 

sound patterns, appreciating their regularity, abstract nature, and productivity, and understanding 

them in terms of their phonetic bases and historical origins" (Cresci, 2014, p. 26). Questions 

about the history of the pronunciation of the grapheme eta lend themselves well to this analysis 

because the identification of patterns is something that should be possible, even across such 

distance of time and space. Furthermore, it is still possible to compare patterns of the past and 

the present. 

In general, it appears that Blevins' work has been received relatively widely, being 

included in the Oxford Handbook of Historical Phonology (Kostakis, 2015.). Furthermore, her 

work seems to have been received well21 

Now that the theoretical framework has been established we can now ask: are we able to 

answer what motivated the change in the pronunciation of 11, from [s:] to [i], within this 

framework? 

21 Reviews of her work were favorable (e.g. DE BOER 2006; Samuels, 2007; Smith & Salmons, 2008), andEP has 
also been included in fhe Oxford Handbook of Historical Phonology. However, some felt that fhe theory was too 
stripped down (e.g Hamann 2006) or have found problems with how EP encodes phonetic naturalness and the 
attribution of so much phonetic motivation to synchronic grammar (e.g. de Lacy & Kingston, 2013; Hansson, 2008; 
Kawahara, 2006). 
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4. The Application ofEP to Eta 
The application will have two distinct steps. In the first step (Section 4.1), I will consider 

the account that I have followed in Section 2.3 and apply the mechanisms of sound change 

Blevins proposed (change, chance, and choice) to see if her mechanisms can adequately motivate 

the changes (EP is proposed to be a sufficient theory of sound change layering these three 

elements) (Flynn & Fulop, 2014). In my analysis, I will use all three mechanisms but attribute 

different changes to different mechanisms. As such, I will isolate various steps in the evolution 

of 11 and the pronunciation of other relevant graphemes (e.g S1), and try to map specific 

mechanisms to each stage. 

In the second step (Section 4.2), I will identify what changes took place on a more 

general level, and examine how typologically normal the change from [s:] to [i] is. Finally, in the 

third section, I will analyze how successful the application was, and identify problems and 

further questions. 

4.1 Change, Chance, Choice and [s:] to [i] 
During the Classical and Archaic period, we see very few examples of interchange in 

inscriptions between 11 and other letters which we assume means that the pronunciation of 11 was 

relatively stable as [s] without many competing pronunciations (see Table 14). 

Classical/Archaic El E l 

11~[s:] s1~[e:] s ~ [e] 1~ [i] or [i:] 
S1~ 11 ~ rare After 370 BCE : S~11 1 ~ 11 ~ rare 

~rare 

Table 14 Summary of" durmg Classical andArchmc PerIOd (700BCE to 323 BeE) 

Quantity is still contrastive during this period for speakers from all walks of life. In terms of 

Evolutionary Phonology, this is a period before there are the mutations that change, chance, and 

choice work on. Following the biological evolution analogy, the mutations that create the 
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variation which natural selection works on are not yet present. However, it is in our next period 

when these variations begin to crop up (see Table IS). 

Hellenistic Period El E l 

11~ [s:], but Sl [e:] to [i], except s~ 11 ~ relatively rare, but 
sometimes as [e] before vowels growmg more common as 

11 for Sl before vowels quantitative distinction 
1~11 ~rare 

disappearing 
Table 15 Summary of" durmg the Hellemstic PerIOd (323 BeE to 27 BeE) 

The mechanism most likely at work here is change (when the listener hears something 

different from what the original speaker says), which is present for some speakers in the loss of 

quantity as a contrastive feature (as in Example 46). 

46. Plato says [plato:] 
erato hears [plato] 

Most speakers are still pronouncing a difference; however, there are some who are losing 

it and this is the cause of variation. 

This mechanism fits well with the nature of loss of a distinction, and the fact that this 

distinction is not yet widespread. In the chance mechanism, the signal received is inherently 

ambiguous, and so this chance mechanism would make more sense when the loss of phonemic 

vowel length is more widespread and many speakers stop pronouncing vowels as long. Similarly, 

there is probably neither enough variation nor the socio-economic baggage to make choice a 

viable mechanism for change. As such, during this period, the contrast is just starting to fade, to 

the change mechanism makes the most sense. 

It seems also that the distinction between [s] and [e] is growing less important as 

quantitative distinction is lost. However, this changes in the Roman Period (Table 16, below). 

Still during the Hellenistic period, at the same time what had been the long [e:] was already 
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shifting towards [i]. As such, it is possible that already by this period 11 was [e] that also shifted 

towards [i]later. 

At any rate, in this period, multiple pronunciations of 11 are available: the substrate for 

phonetic based sound change is present. 

Early Roman El E l 

11~ [s] or [eF for 11 for Sl is common 11 ~ S is seen often 1 ~ 11 increases in frequency in 
many in papyri but rarer co ~ 0 (quantitative texts of the poor. 
11 ~ [i], in inscriptions distinction gone) 1 [i] can be spelled with 1, 11, or 
substandard st. 

Table 16 Summary of" durmg the Early Roman PerIOd (27 BeE to 284 CE) 

During the Early Roman Period, 11 is pronounced as [i] in positions where we would have 

initially had [e:], as Sl and 11 are interchangeable in many situations. However, 11 and S are still 

frequently confused. This change can now be understood as a product of Blevins's other two 

mechanisms: chance and choice. 

In chance, the signal is inherently ambiguous: if people are no longer pronouncing 

distinctions that the language once had, there could be ambiguity in what the underlying form is. 

The situation might look like the one illustrated in Example 47. 

47. Plato reads /lilv (men) Ime:nl 
as [men], realized as 
underspecified for either 
length of[ e]. [men] or 

rme:nl 
Crato hears [men], Imen! 
assumes /li:v (men). 

In this example, Plato pronounces /lilvlS in a way that is ambiguous to Crato, who still 

keeps the quantitative distinction and therefore misinterprets the underspecified signal. In this 
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case, this leads to Plato assuming a different word than Crato: /lilv (men) means 'indeed' while 

/li:v (men) means 'on the one hand'. 

Another possible mechanism at work is choice: when the listener hears correctly, but has 

a phonological form which is different than the speaker's. I believe that this mechanism could 

help to explain the fact that we see confusion simultaneously between 11 and [e] and 11 and [i]. 

Confusion between [e] and [s:] could be due to the remnants of the change mechanism, as well 

as to chance above, with the first step of raising not being entirely complete (especially among 

highly conservative speakers). However, differences the between [i] and [e] pronunciation is 

entirely separated by a class line: it is still substandard at this period to use [i] for 11. As such, it 

seems that choice is the most salient mechanism here. There are several pronunciations available, 

and the underlying form possessed by the poor is different than that of the rich, and people are 

aware of what socio-economic statement the use of[i] vs [e] makes (it only appears on very 

crude texts like curse tablets). 

However, this choice mechanism will playa bigger role in the Late Roman Period (see 

Table 17. 

Late Roman El E l 

11 ~ [i] for many Sl ~ [i] 11 ~ s, persisting, but losing 11 ~ 1, common esp. low 
11 ~ [e] for the rich ground class. 

Table 17 Summary of" durmg the Late RomanPerlOd (284 CE to 476 CE). 

In the Late Roman period, 11 is pronounced as [i] by all but the strongest holdouts (like 

our Atticists from Section 2.2). During this period, choice is almost exclusively at play: those 

who maintain that 11 is pronounced other than [i] had to justify themselves. 11 as [i] was 

uneducated; however it was also spreading, appearing more and more commonly until finally by 

the end of the fourth century, 11 was pronounced almost exclusively as it is today, [i]. Blevins's 
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mechanisms for sound change, adapted to account for the fact that we are working with written 

evidence to reconstruct spoken forms, did provide effective motivation for the changes that 11 

underwent. When no mutations were present, her mechanisms did not function, but during the 

Hellenistic period, when multiple pronunciations were available, her ideas were able to account 

for the changes we saw. These mechanisms also were able to account for the direction that these 

changes went, accommodating for them. However, EP is built to explain language change in 

terms of why some changes are more common than others. As such, the next step in our 

investigation is to explore how typologically common the changes from [s:] to [i] is in the 

world's languages. 

4.2 [s:] to [i] in Typology 
Typology is an interesting aspect of this study for two reasons: first, it is a significant part 

of Blevins's theory, and will hopefully allow us to see how well the data fits the theory. However 

typology also can be a tool by which we gauge how plausible our reconstructions are (Shields, 

20 II). If I find that the change I am suggesting is typologically unlikely, it might be necessary to 

reexamine the evidence which has led me to claim that these changes are happening and during 

these periods. 

Two major processes seem to be involved in the journey of the pronunciation of 11, and those 

are the loss of contrastive in quantity, and vowel raising. 

As such, this analysis will take two distinct parts: first, do each of these processes seem to 

happen in other languages as well? Second, how typologically normal is the product (i.e. Modern 

Greek) in comparison to Ancient Greek? 
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First, 1 address the issue of quantity. There are two aspects to this problem: first, how likely 

is it for languages to have contrastive quantity, and second how likely is it for languages to lose 

that contrast over time? 

4.2.1 Losing a contrast for vowel length 
The number of phonemic vowel qualities varies per language. The majority oflanguages 

have between five and seven contrastive vowel qualities (Gordon, 2016)22 Many languages 

make length contrasts between vowels and/or consonants. 

Ancient Greek examples, with minimal pairs and near minimal pairs for both consonants 

(Examples 48-52) and vowels (Examples 53-58). 

48. Ili:nco mello [mel:,,:] '1 am going to' 
Ili:Aco melii [meh] '1 am of interest' 

49. EVVf] enne [enns:] 'He was swimming in' 
EVIl ene r ens: 1 'He was heaping up' 

50. nonn polle [polls: ] 'a lot' 
nOA11 pole [pols: ] 'he might haunt' 

5l. una atta latta] 'father!' (exclamation) 
um ata ratal 'insatiable' (vocative) 

52. umos hippos [hippos] 'horse' 
koS ipos [ipos] 'wood to burn' 

53. oODAOS doulos [do:los] 'slave' 
06Ao~ dolos r dol os 1 'bait' 

54. slK11 eike [e:ks:] 'has was given away' 
EKr]' eke leks: ] 'he kindled' 

55. ~llA6S belos [bdos] 'threshold' 
~i:Ao~ belos rbelos 1 'missile' 

56. nODS pous [po:s] 'foot' (nominative) 
noc; pos [pos] 'drink' (vocative) 

57. EPOS eros [eros] 'wool' 
EPCO~ eros rem:sl 'love' (noun) 

58. 1l1lvoS menos [ms:nos] 'crescent moon' 
lli:voS menos [menos] 'force' (noun) 

22 Though some languages have as many as 15 contrastive vowel qualities (Gordon, 2016). 
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To the best of my knowledge, there is no large-scale typological study on the process of 

vowels losing the distinction for short vs long vowels. However, there are several examples of 

this loss, especially in the Indo-European family tree. 

It certainly happened between Latin and Romance languages - while Latin made the distinction 

(see examples 68-71). 

59. leporem23 'bunny' 
leporem24 'witty' (acc. sg) 

60. liber 'book' 
liber 'free' 

6l. malo 'bad' (dat.!abl. 
masc.!neut. sing. of 
malus, -a, -urn) 

malo 'I prefer' 
62. levis 'smooth' 

levis 'brief/light' 

However, that distinction was lost in the daughter languages (e.g French, Spanish). This 

change is represented in several other branches as well. The same pattern of loss of 

contrastiveness happened between Old English (see example 72-77) and Modern English (Hogg 

et aI., 1992, p. 19). 

1
63

. 1 hara 
hara 

1 'hare,25 
'hoary' 

23 Data generously provided by Rj Barnes. 
24 The bunny example actually comes from Saint Augustine, who in a humorous manner notes the difference. 
Augustine says "Let us now look at the types of ambiguity: There are firstly two of them, one of which causes doubt 
concerning that which is spoken, the other in that which is written. For if anyone hears 'acies' (point, dot), and if 
anyone reads it, he may be uncertain, unless it is cleared up by a sentence, as to whether it is the point of the army, 
or of iron, or the pupil of the eye which is written or spoken of. If someone finds the writing of just the word 
'leporem', and there is no sentence in which it is placed, he is immediately cast into doubt as to whether the 
penultimate syllable of this word is pronounced long because it comes from 'lepos' (charm) or short because 
it is from 'lepus' (bunny), an ambiguity which certainly is not felt when the accusative case of this noun is 
perceived from the spoken voice, But if someone speaks poorly, it is not by ambiguity but by obscurity that 
the listener is hindered, obscurity of the type which is similar to am biguity because words pronounced badly in 
Latin do not lead the mind into diverse notions, but impel it toward whatever it seems to be. "("Augustine of Hippo," 
2011). 
25 Data from CRogg et a!., 1992, p. 19) 
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64. metan 'measure' 
metan 'meet' 

65. mrest 'mast' 

mrest 'most' 
66. god 'god' 

god 'good' 
67. dun 'dun' 

dun 'hill' 
68. syl 'sill' 

syl 'pillar' 

This pattern can also be seen in the Slavic and Indo-Iranian branches of the Indo 

European tree. Old Slavic had contrastive vowel length (Bidwell, 1963, p. II), while Modern 

Russian has no phonemic distinction of quantity in vowels (Timberlake, 2004, p. 42). Similarly, 

in Old Persian vowel length was phonemic, but in Modern Farsi the distinction is either gone or 

in very limited use (Windfuhr, 1979, p. 135, Toosarvandani, 2004). 

Beyond the Indo-European family tree, it seems that this loss of vocalic distinction can be 

seen in several Australian languages as well as Semitic languages. Beginning with Australian 

languages, this loss of vocalic length contrast has been reported in: Warrgamay and Dyirbal as 

well as the Southern Ngarna subgroup (Wagaya, Bularnu, and Warluwara) as well as the 

Northern Paman subgroup, Gudang dialects (including Djagaraga, Uradhi, Atampaya, Wuthati, 

Luthigh, Anguthimri, Linngithigh, Aritinngithigh (or Aritinngayth), Mbiywom, Andjingith and 

finally the Wik subgroup, Kugu-Mumih26 

26 Dixion explains: "It is likely tliat at an earlier stage most (or perliaps all) Australian languages liad a system of 

tliree vowels. placed stress on tlie initial syllable. and liad a contrast between It is likely tliat at an earlier stage most 
(or perliaps all) Australian languages liad a system oftliree vowels. placed stress on tlie initial syllable. and liad a 
contrast between long and sliort vowels just in tlie initial. stressed. syllable of a word. Tliis is retained in a num ber of 
languages. In § 12.4.2 we mentioned examples oftlie recurrent verb root nlia:( ~ ) 'see. look at' retaining its long 
vowel in languages from groups D. E. H. 14, 0 and Y. Some languages liave lost tlie lengtli distinction. In a number 
of languages loss of contrastive lengtli lias led to an erstwliile plionetic distinction among consonants (wliicli liad 
been conditioned by vowellengtli) becoming plionologically contrastive - see (8) in § 12.4 and the discussion in 
§ 12.4.2 and § 12.5.1 above. Tliis applies to languages in groups WMb and Ba. and to Bc4. Kugu-Muminli. In otlier 
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Finally, Proto-Semitic, whose vowels are reconstructed to be almost exactly like the 

system preserved in Classical Arabic (including contrastive vowel length) has daughters, notably 

Syriac, where that contrast in vowel length is 10st(Kaye, 1986; Moscati, 1969; Duval, 1881; 

Kiraz, 2007). 

There are several other possible examples which, while interesting and useful to think 

about, are not well confirmed enough to be included as my primary evidence. First, in several 

reconstructions of Middle Chinese (such as that in Pulleyblank, 1984, 1991), there are long 

vowels and vowel contrast is phonemic, which is not the case is Modern Mandarin (but is in a 

few other dialects, such as Cantonese) (Duanmu, 2000, pp. 37-45; Huang, Li, & Simpson, 2014, 

pp. 424-425). There is still debate about to what degree these vowel length contrasts are justly 

reconstructed, though (Chen, 1996). 

Second, it is relatively certain that Sanskrit had vowels which were contrasted by length 

(Masica, 1991, pp. 107-12,256-258,311). However, it is possible that what appears to be 

contrastive vowel length in Hindi-Urdu is actually a distinction of quality: all tense vowels are 

long, while all lax vowels are short (meaning that there are not actually perfect short long pairs in 

Hindi and Urdu) (Kachru, 2006, p. IS). This would mean that the distinction originally present in 

Sanskrit was lost, as in the previously mentioned branches of the Indo-European tree. 

Third, Hausa, a language famous for having both contrastive vowel length and 

contrastive consonant length, could be in the process of losing the length distinction for vowels, 

languages the length distinction has been silently lost, without any compensatory changes in any other parts of the 
phonology. We can compare lexemes in H2, Warrgamay, and in its northerly neighbour, HI, Dyirbal. They are not 
closely genetically related but share about 45 per cent of vocabulary. It is likely that at an earlier stage Dyirbal had 
vowel length in some of the words in which it occurs in Warrgamay, but then simply let short and long vowels fall 
together." (Dixon, 2002, pp. 638-ti39) 
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at least in one position (Newman, 2000, pp. 400-403). In Hausa, all five basic vowels have both 

short and long counterparts. There are also vowels called "half long vowels" which are when sets 

of long vowels and diphthongs in high tone are characterized by prepausal glottal closure (which 

has previously been a characteristic exclusively of short vowels). Phonetically, these "half long 

vowels" are identical to neither long nor short vowels. Finally, in some speakers, the prepausal 

half-long vowels seem to be merging with short vowels. Furthermore, vowels that are 

underlyingly short are pronounced essentially like their long counterparts. 

In short, in open syllables, Hausa has a two-way vowel contrast for length (and in closed 

syllables there is only one length; all vowels are short in this position). However, in open 

syllables in the prepausal position, there is a possibility that the length distinction is in the 

process of being lost for some speakers. 

In summary, the loss of quantitative contrast in vowels is not an isolated phenomenon to 

Greek. Within the Indo-European language family, the process occurred in many branches of the 

tree: at least in Indo-Iranian, Germanic, Romance, and Slavic (as well as, of course, Hellenic). It 

also occurred in several branches of the Australian languages, and in the Semitic language 

family. Finally, it is possible that this loss of distinction also took place in Chinese (in the Sino-

Tibetan family) and might currently be taking place in Hausa (a Chadic Afro-Asiatic language). 

Overall, the breadth and frequency with which lost of contrastive vowel length has occurred 

should be an indication that the process is a candidate for being called common. 27 

27 Though a more methodical, statistic-driven study with a sample-size of greater than 23 languages from five 
families would of course be necessary to fully support that statement; but this is beyond the scope of the current 
paper. 
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This is what EP would predict: common changes are more likely to occur than 

uncommon changes because they are driven by the statistical equalizer of parallel evolution. If 

this seems intuitive, that is because it is - and this intuitiveness is what makes EP elegant. The 

key question though, which will be answered in section 4.2.3, is did this common change make 

Greek more typologically regular or less (or something else entirely)? 

4.2.2 Vowel raising 
Next, I will be moving on to the second part of the change that happened to eta, that is, 

the vowel raising. 

Vowel raising itself seems to be very common. In fact, I have already mentioned vowel 

raising in this paper! The very first relevant vowel change we have in this paper was the raising 

of [a:] to [s:] in Ionic and everywhere in Attic except after p, t, s. Repeated below are my 

Examples 4-7, as 69-72, which contrast the old form preserved in Attic and the change that 

happened unconditionally in Ionic (Colvin, 2010). 

Attic Ionic Gloss 
69. Xffipa Xffipll 'place, spot' 

chora chore 
70. <DtAia <DtAill 'friendship' 

philia philie 
7l. aiTia aiTill 'responsibility' 

aitia aitie 
72. 8i:a ®i:1l 'view' 

thea thee 

From this data, we know that the change preserved here happened everywhere else in 

word-final position in Attic as well. So Attic/Ionic '!fUXIl [phsy:khE:] 'soul' would have, pre-

raising, been '!fUXa [phsy:kha:]. 
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Raising of this kind happens in other languages, too. Consider this data from Sawai, a 

South Halmahera Austronesian language spoken in Maluku, Indonesia. The factors that 

condition this vowel raising are unclear, however in Sawai Proto-Malayo-Polynesia words 

containing * [a] are raised to [E], just as in Attic-Ionic (see Example 73-76). 

Proto-Malayo-Polynesian Sawai Gloss 
73. *afiam28 -yonEm 'weave, plait' 
74. *daRaq IEb 'blood' 
75. *manuk manE29 'bird' 
76. *IJ aj an IJOSEIJ 'name' 

Furthermore, the later change that I am concerned with (the raising of E and e to i) also 

seems to be common. Here, I give examples from Syriac, Old Japanese, English, Long Terawan 

Berawan, Kalanguya, and Mokilese. 

First, in West Syriac, the proto-semetic [e] (preserved in East Syriac) has consistently 

raised to [iJ, as seen in Examples 77-82 (Moscati, 1969). This shift from [e] to [i] is what! 

suggest happened in the Early Roman Period and Late Roman period for Greek. The change in 

Syriac, like the Greek change, was to the best of my knowledge regular and unconditioned. 

East Syriac West Syriac Gloss 
77. [re:sa] 30 [ri:so] 'head' 
78. [kip a] [kip a] 'stone' 
79. [zipa] [zipa] 'fraud' 
80. [kena] [kina] 'upright, just' 
8l. [dibha] [dibha] 'wolf' 
82. rn\'pis'al rn\'pis'al 'respiration' 

28 Data from Kamholz, 2014, pp. 75-77. Thanks to Emily Gasser for pointing me to this data (as well as the papers 
for Long Terawan Berawan, Kalanguya, and Mokilese). 
29 Also: Taba manik 'chicken'. In Raja Ampat, this change is also apparent: Ambel mani, As mani, Biga mi·ni, Fia. 
min, Gebe mani, Kawe mani, Lag. ·min[i], Maya (S.) . mini", Wau. ·min[i]. 
30 Data comes from a combination of sources, but primarily Duval, 1881 and, Moscati, 1969 
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Furthennore, several reconstructions of Proto-Old-Japanese and Proto-Japonic vowels 

include an [e] that was raised to [i] (either unconditionally or conditioned by vowel length) in 

Old Japanese, as can be seen from the comparison with Proto-Ryukyuan data in Examples 83-87 

(Frellesvig & Whitman, 2004; Thorpe, 1983). 

Proto-Ryukyuan31 Old Japanese Gloss 
83. *medu32 midu 'water' 
84. *UyUbe33 oyobi 'finger' 
85. *peru piru 'garlic' 
86. *kezu kizu 'wound' 
87. *pedi pidi 'elbow' 

The next two examples come from English, and are fairly well-known - the Great Vowel 

shift and the pen-pin merger. The Great Vowel shift is actually a series of shifts that lead from 

Middle English to Modern English, affecting the long vowels during the fifteenth to eighteenth 

centuries, the specific changes are illustrated in Figure 6 (Rogg et aI., 1992). 

31 Ryukyuan languages are Japonic languages related to Japanese (Shimoji, Pellard, Tokyo Gaikokugo Daigaku, & 
Ajia Afurika Gengo Bunka Kenkyujo, 2010). These reconstructions should also reflect the situation in proto-old 
Japanese, according to Frellesvig & \Vhitrnan, 2004. There is also some limited internal evidence for Proto-Japanese 
*e - as Frellesvig notes "Some occurrences of e in Eastern OJ corresponding to central OJ i, e.g., the adnorninal 
form of the adjective auxiliary: Eastern OJ -ke :: Central-ki, may be considered to reflect a pre-raising stage; note 
there is a single example of central OJ -kye for -ki of this auxiliary in an early poem (K 32). Furthermore, Miyake 
(to appear) presents philological evidence for reconstructing pJ *e. We propose that pJ *e raised in the same 
environments"(Frellesvig & Whitman, 2004, p. 286). 
32 Data comes from Thorpe, 1983. 
33 *U reflects original proto-Ryukyuan *u or *0. 
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Figure 6 The Great Vowel shift, broken up ly year. This image isfrom Roger Lass's The Cambridge History of the English 
Language, vci 3 pg 72. This is Lass's Figure 12. 

One important development among this Great Shift that is relevant to us, of course, is the 

raising of lO: to e: and then subsequently e: to i: as well as the raising for e: to i: (as seen in 

Examples 88-91). 

Word ca. 1400 Present 
88. meet met mit 
89. meat mlO:t mit 
90. beet be:t bit 
91. beat I rb,t'l rbit 1 

This example mirrors in many liVRyS the history ofT]: as lNith the vowel in meat in 

Example 89, T] began pronounced as [lO:], and then shifted up (first to e:, then toi). 

A second example in English comes from the Pin-pen merger. This Pin-pen merger is a 

conditional change observed in many varieties of American English (but famously the Southern 

English). It is a conditional merger of III and IGI before the nasal consonants [m], [n], and [IJ]. 

This merger results in a raising, because the merged vowel is closer to to [I] than to [lO] (Labov, 

2006). 
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Next, several Austronesia languages show vowel raising of the type that 11 underwent. 

Here I use examples from Long Terawan Berawan, Kalanguya, and Mokilese 

In Long Terawan Berawan, a Malayo-Polynesian language spoken in Malaysia, Proto-

Western Malayo-Polynesian * [a] is fronted and raised to [i] if[a] was directly or distantly 

preceded by a voiced obstruent (here *b, *d, *j, *g) or a palatal nasal (*ft), as in Examples 192-

96 (Burkhardt, 2016). 

Proto- Proto-Western Proto- Long Terawan Gloss 
Austronesian> Malayo-Polynesian> Berawan> Berawan 

92. *batu34 *bittoh bitt6h 'stone, rock' 
93. *balabaw *bgligigw bgliyo 'rat' 
94. *danaw *dinaw dinaw 'lake' 
95. *afiam *afiiGm aftim 'weaving' 
96. *ambaw *appiaw appiw 'high, on top 

Similarly, in all forms of Kalanguya (or Kallahan, a language of the Philippines) except 

Mankehang and Kayapa, the low vowel [a] is raised to [i] (Himes, 1998). The data here comes 

from the dialect Mandek-ey, where this raising is highly restricted (it occurs only in the 

nonverbal prefixed forms where the first syllable of the root form must be preceded by a voiced 

stop and the next syllable must contain i). However, most dialects do not condition this change 

so rigorously (see Examples 97-100) 

Proto-Kalameuya 
97. * balig35 

98. *dalim 
99. *dalim 
100 *gayik 

34 Data comes from Burkhardt, 2016, pp. 589-590. 
35 Data comes from Himes, 1998, pp. 131-133. 

Mandek-ey Gloss 
tabillig 'big' 
tadiillim 'deep' 
nandillim 'under' 

giggiyyik 'annpit' 
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Finally, we also see that in the weakening process of Mokilese unstressed vowels, word 

initial syllables frequently (though not invariably) produces vowel raising, from [e] to [iJ, as 

shown in Examples 101-102 (Rehg, 1993). 

Ponapean Mokilese Gloss 
10 I. mwenge36 mwinge 'eat' 
102. mese miioa 'face' (3ps) 

From the examples from Syriac, Old Japanese, English, Long Terawan Berawan, 

Kalanguya, and Mokilese, we can see that vowel raising of the kind seen in Greek is not an 

isolated phenomenon. In fact, it seems that vowel raising as well as the more specific vowel 

raising from [s] to [e] and [e] to [i] that Greek underwent seems to be relatively common. As 

such, it is a change that EP would expect. 

4.3.3 How common is the Modern Greek's vowel system? 
The titular question for this subsection is very large. As such, I will simplify it by 

answering two questions: how common across the world's languages is it to have [i] vs [sF 

Then, how common is the structure of the Attic Greek vowel inventory vs that of Modern Greek? 

From EP, we would expect that these common changes made Modern Greek more 

phonologically normal than Ancient Greek. Is that true? 

Beginning with [i] vs [s J, it is important to note that Attic Greek already had [iJ, and I am 

not arguing that it did not. What this comparison attempts to do is to determine if the sound that 

11 began with is more or less common than the sound it ended with. EP would predict that the 

sound represented by 11 would move from less common to more common. In the language 

36 Data comes from Rehg, 1993, p. 29 
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represented in the PHOIBLE database, 1998 of21 55 or 93% of languages have [i]. [0], on the 

other hand, is only present in 43% of language surveyed, and [c:] in only 12% of languages 

(Moran, McCloy, & Wrigh~ 2014). [i] is clearly more common that [£], and thus the change 

would be what we would expect 

Finally, is the Modem Greek vowel inventory more normal than the Ancient Greek vowel 

inventory? To begin with, there were two things unusual about the structure of the vowel 

inventory in Anc ient Greek. F irst, with languages that make length distinction (l ike those 

without), short segments tend to outnumber long segments (Gordon, 2016). While it is true that 

there is variation to what degree short segments outnumber long segments, there is a very strong 

statistical bias in favor of short phonemes. In Attic, though, long vowels outnumbered short 

vowels: a:, 0:, c:, i:, 0:, y:, and e: are all phonemes in Attic (c. 700 BCE), while there were only 

a, e, i, 0, and y for short vowels (7 long to 5 short). The second unusual thing is the vowel 

inventory itself: as a reminder, the vowel inventory of Attic around 700 BCE is as follows in 

Figure 7: 

VOWELS 

front Central Back 

Close i y --- • 

-\ o Close-mid e 

Open-mid £ \ -

Open a \ 

Figure 7 Attic Vowel illWmtolY, 700 CE 
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For a vowel system with seven vowels, the most common configuration would have [u] 

rather than [y] (Gordon, 2016) . However, that already begins to change towards a more nonnal 

configuration at the beginning of our period of study, when Greek gains an extra vowel, [u:] 

(Daniels & Bright, 1996). And, it seems that this trend towards a more nonnal vowel inventory 

continued in Modern Greek. In fact, Modem Greek has the most common vowel inventory for a 

language with five vowels (see Figure 8) (Gordon, 2016). 

Front Central Back 

i • U Close 

-\ Close-mid e 0 

Open-mid \ 
Open a ~ 

Figwe 8 Repeatedfrom Figure 3. Modern Greek vowel inventory. 

As such, the loss of length distinction as well as the way that Greek has lost and shifted 

its vowels have made it more typologically common, which is what EP would predict. 

4.3 Evaluation: Problems and Further Questions on the Analysis 
There are several problems with this theory which are, at the end of the day, the result of 

a lack of clarity on the part of EP and the poverty of data in Attic. So far as I interpret EP, sound 

change is entirely non-teleological: that is, the Modern Greek vowel system is not the most 

common because it is perceptually clearer or easier to articulate than that ofthe Ancient Greek 

system. Rather, the Modem Greek system evolved into the most common system because the 

processes that produced it are common and happen in other languages. "Nonnal changes" are 

nonnal because they are statistically more common, and then those changes due to their 
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commonness produce vowel inventories (for example) which are more common, by virtue of 

their sheer statistical fire-power. This is Blevins' parallel evolution. 

In many ways, this parallel evolution is neat and elegant. And here, those processes 

(vowel raising and loss of phonemic vowel length) are in fact common processes, so that analysis 

is possible. However, on a visceral level, there is something unsatisfactory about this analysis. It 

does not attempt to answer the question of why. According to EP, sound change is random - the 

why comes from misperception (from the chance, change, and choice mechanisms). The lack of 

motivation, however, leaves EP descriptions of sound changes as just that: descriptions. It is hard 

to do more than state a sound change (e.g. the raising of [e 1 in the Late Roman period to [iD and 

then to state that the mechanisms are at work. When dealing with dead languages, it is difficult to 

find empirical evidence to support one of the mechanisms over another. There is simply not 

enough data to satisfactorily reconstruct what happened, and the ways of producing change are 

by their theoretical nature so random that the theory does nothing to fill in the gaps in 

knowledge. 

In conclusion, it is possible to map an EP analysis for the evolution of the pronunciation 

of T], but it is difficult to determine what this analysis has gained us. It has not told us anything 

new about the nuances or the history of T]. All we can conclude is that the changes that took place 

are common, and so therefore likely to happen, and therefore they produced a common product. 

On the one hand, this makes sense - to the point that, in a world of complicated rules and 

constraints, it seems almost too common sense. On the other hand, the simple nature of this 

explanation robs it of explanatory power that would shed new light on the history ofT]. 
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5. Conclusions 
I have presented what kind of sources are available to reconstruct the pronunciation of 

Attic 11 as well as how it hints at its evolution from [s:] to [i] between the Archaic Period and the 

Late Roman period. I then described how changes at various stages could be described using 

Evolutionary Phonology's mechanism for change (change, chance, and choice), isolating two 

types of changes: the loss of phonemic vowel length in Greek, and the raising of[ s] to [i]. 

Finally, I considered how the wider expectations of EP matched with shift by considering if both 

of these shifts can be seen in other languages, and how typologically normal the Modern Greek 

vowel system is. 

I found that EP could effectively describe the changes that took place, but I gained no 

new insight from the process. I have gained no new information about 11, either historically or 

phonologically. 

As far as I can tell, this is the nature of EP: by its nature, it does not consider sound 

change to be goal-directed, and so cannot explain why change happened. It focuses on questions 

of how, which, given the state of the evidence of Ancient Greek is not particularly useful: even 

the best guesses at the reconstruction of pronunciation and when pronunciation began to change 

are still educated guesses. As such, the application of any of Blevin's mechanisms for change are 

also guesses and it is impossible to empirically verify that these are really what was at work or to 

know which combination of mechanisms to suppose. 

Perhaps, then, EP would be more useful in describing the state of living languages, and 

tracking their evolution, as Cresci has done (Cresci, 2014). This is in part because, as Iverson & 

Salmons assert, "EP, in short, accommodates 'crazy rules' like final voicing as possible albeit 

rare products of intertwining historical processes (rare because the changes that lead to them are 
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uncommon), whereas a more traditional generative perspective implies that final voicing not 

only does not but cannot occur, given the structure of universal grammar," (Iverson & Salmons, 

2006, p. 194). Others, like Flynn and Fulop, have found EP useful because of its "non

negotiable" distinction between 'phonological features' and 'phonetic features'" which allows 

them to explain "numerous obstruent shifts in Athabaskan languages which fall into the classic 

rubric of 'auditorily based substitution', by invoking the phonetic features [grave] and [flat] 

within Blevins's sound change model" (Flynn & Fulop, 2014, p. 1). 

The real question, then, to decide how effective the marriage of eta and EP is, is what is 

the purpose of a theory? Is it more important to describe the facts effectively? Or does a theory 

fill in where data is absent? Or should a theory do both? 

On a visceral level, simple description seems unsatisfying. Perhaps this is the appeal of 

complex theories like optimality theory, that posit a complex phonological machinery in between 

the empirical evidence we see and phonological reality. However, I believe it is possible to gain 

explanatory power without losing the EP's descriptive power, as well as EP's basic assumptions. 

One way to do that would be to combine non-teleological EP with theories that attempt to 

explain phonological typology (e.g. the bias in the distribution of phonemes like why is [i] more 

common than [s D. 

On first glance, this seems ludicrous as a next step: by EP's nature, it is not looking for 

causes for sound change which it considers random. However, if theories that attempt to explain 

why some patterns are more common than others (for the phonemic distribution those would be 

things like dispersion theory, quantal theory, perceptual saturation) are considered not as causes 

of change, but as guides that aid in the direction of change, it might allow the best of both 

worlds. If, for example, [i] is more perceptually different from [e] than [s] is, it makes more 
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sense for [s] to raise to [e] than for [i] to lower to [e]. In this example, the perceptual difference 

did not cause a change or deterministically rule as to which change happened: it was just one 

factor among many. In this way of thinking change is not entirely random, it is not entirely goal 

directed either. It is funneled, guided. 

This would help EP recognize that sound change hardly happens in a vacuum: there is a 

myriad of factors that could possibly contribute to why a give sound changed the way it did, and 

these differences could contribute to why the more common changes happen. Then, just as 

Blevins says, these more common changes can lead to more typologically common results. 
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7. Appendix 
Other supporting evidence used in reconstructing Attic pronunciation can be found in the 

comments by grammarians, lexical borrowings, word play/onomatopoeia, and regular phonetic 

changes evident from texts. I will discuss each of them in turn. 

I begin with ancient grammarians and the works of Atticists (the educated attempting to 

use pre-koine Attic). One such Atticist is Dionysius of Halicarnassus (60BCE -7 CE), who 

comments on contemporary pronunciation and how it differs from their ideas of how Greek 

should be pronounced (orthoepy) (Vessella, 2011). Sometimes, these lexica can provide 

valuable clues about a nebulous "educated Greek" (complete with hypercorrected fonns) which 

can be contrasted with the more demotic pronunciation in inscriptions37 The intended audience 

for these texts was probably orators, who already used a relatively conservative form of Greek. 

Their nonnal structure is to contrast a pair of words or spellings, deciding one to be correct and 

the other to be incorrect. Those interested in reconstructing Greek can use the descriptions that 

are sometimes provided. For example, Dionysius of Halicarnassus mentions that he finds long a 

to be more open that short a, and that 11 and t are different, with 11 being more euphonious38 

However, in general, these texts do not describe the sounds which they are aiming to teach or 

correct from. Furthennore, it is difficult to date these texts because though they are transmitted 

under the name of a specific author, they have undergone significant alterations through the 

scribes that preserved them (Vessella, 2011). 

37 Phrynichus. 1911; Vessella. 2011: Phrynichus for example demands that his audience use "it."£G~T]G£" as the 
aorist of a1COO~SVVU)..ll, 'to extinguish', a form which is never attested. However, this hypercorrection is part of a 
long and interesting process which is the early stage of the role ofT] in the modem Greek verb. 
38 Here I am referring to Dionysius of Halicarnassus De Compositione Verborum xiv, pp.5lfUR A collection of 
these quotations can be found in the appendix B of Allen's Vox Graeca. (Allen. 1968, p. 145) 
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There are several other types of evidence which, taken together, can provide an idea of 

how Attic was pronounced: language borrowing, word play (including puns, onomatopoeia, 

jokes of other kinds), and phonetic alterations. There are many word borrowings between Greek 

and Latin, Syriac, Armenian, and Georgian (etc). In his Vox Graeca, Sidney Allen is especially 

attentive to these borrowings and bolsters his arguments about the pronunciation of 11 with how 

words containing 11 were transcribed in Greek, Latin, and Gothic (Allen, 1968). He notes that in 

Greek words transcribed into Latin, 11 is often transcribed by e until a late date but Sl is 

represented by i, below in Examples 103 and 104 (Allen, 1968, pp. 66 & 71). 

Latin Greek 
103. sepia Gllniu (sepia) 'cuttle fish' 
104. pirata IIS1PUul~ (peirates) 'pirate' 

He also notes confusIOn between sand 11 as well as 11 and 1 by referencing how Old 

Armenian commonly renders 11 as either a or e, while rendering both Sl and 1 as i, in an attempt to 

bolster his case that 11 was an [e] for a significant amount of time. He also argues that in both the 

Cyrillic and Glagolitic alphabets, there's no distinction made between the letters derived from eta 

and those derived from iota. 

Of course, one ought to be cautious when drawing evidence from cross-linguistic 

comparisons because there are too many intervening factors: it is as much a testament to the 

listener's hearing as the speaker's pronunciation. In Hawaiian for example, we transcribe the 

English letters c, d, g, j, k, q, s, t, x, and z as k. It would be dangerous to take this borrowing data 

too seriously in trying to understand the pronunciation because it is not that d and s are the same 

sound in English, but rather it is Hawaiian that does not make the distinction. Further, the 

orthography does not necessarily reveal the full story: in Hawaiian, [t] and [k] are in free 

variation, as in Examples 105 and 106 (Elbert & Pukui, 2001). 
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Possible Phonemes Orthography Gloss 
105 [kika] [tita] Kika 'sister' 
106 [kapa] [tapa] Kapa 'cloth' 

The word kika and tita are both the same word meaning 'sister'; the orthography just 

represents them both as k, rather than phonetically. 

Moving on, word play, puns, and onomatopoeia are interesting, but not consistent enough 

to provide a cache of data. It is useful to know that Aristophanes (5th century Attic comedic 

playwright) in line 903 of his Wasps shows us that dogs make the sound ail ail, and dogs 

presumably make the same sound today as they did then (Aristophanes, 1915, p. 136). Similarly, 

the bleating of a sheep was commonly represented as ~ij ~ij (Allen, 1968, p. 67). 

Finally, there are clues in phonetic changes that take place within texts. In general, there 

is a reasonable caution in using texts to understand Attic phonology because texts are necessarily 

conservative and their transmission history seriously impacts the product we receive. Even if we 

pass the curtain of critical editions and wade into the world of papyri, the record is too late (and 

localized outside of Attica, in drier climates such as Egypt). It is hard to separate the scribes from 

their tradition. 

One illuminating example is the case of trying to assess how close different copies of a 

text are to the original text. Is the Codex Alexandrinus version of the Apocalypse of John, for 

example, the most faithful to the original because it contains solecisms that other manuscripts 

corrected under Atticists? Or is the scribe who copied the Codex just confused and beyond the 

reach of the Atticists? (Adams, 1974). In that Codex, there are about 150 cases of confusion 
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between 1 and SI - is that a true, uncorrected (free of the Atticism and regularization) reflection of 

the language of John of Patmos or simply a confused Egyptian scribe?39 

Literary Attic Koine Scribe Gloss 
107. OiKTsipco OiKTipco 'feel pity' 

oikteiro oiktiro 
108. O"SIPOK; atPOt~ 'bind with ropes' 

selrOiS Sirois 
109. OUVsi~SlV OUV~SlV 'lend money' 

daneizein danizein 

That is not to say that the situation is absolutely hopeless. There are alternations and 

sound changes that are regularly represented by the orthography, which could offer clues into 

how the symbols are pronounced. For example, when the prefix KUTa is added to words which 

begin with [h] (rough breathing), the T consistently becomes a 8, revealing that even literary 

language preserves some record of sound changes (and assimilation). 

llO. KUTa + to"TI]fU Ku8taTI]fU 'set down' 
kata + histemi kathistemi 

lli. KUTa + to"TI]fU NEVER * KUTtO"TI] fU 

kata + histemi katistemi 

39 Examples 107-109 (oavsii:;stv etc) come from Blass's A Greek Grammar a/the New Testament and Other Early 
Christian Literature (Blass & Debrunner, 1961). 
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